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Opening of the second annual ‘Kumeu Art Awards’ November 2018

Our Objectives
“To Promote and Foster a Creative Community”
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Exhibitions at Kumeu Arts Centre
In the past year Kumeu Arts Centre held 21exhibitions in total. With 9 solo exhibitions, 5
combined members and 7 group shows. Our varied exhibition themes have encouraged lots of
new artists to participate in our gallery. For 7 of the 9 artists, it was their first solo exhibition. We
are proud that we encourage and support all levels of art practices, from amateur to established.
We believe the variety of shows we hold here at the Arts Centre gives opportunity for this.
We are thrilled to have two separate gallery spaces now, both with a different feel and look. Our
new ‘Pod gallery’ offers a smaller more intimate space for artists, while our main gallery can hold
group shows and solo artists who work on a large scale. The option of two contrasting galleries
allows us more options in terms of the exhibitions we can hold here and adds great value to our
Centre.
We continue to provide a wide range of exhibitions in terms of style and media, and a consistently
high standard of work. By offering the gallery space to Waimauku Primary School, the Steampunk
community and Connect recovery group we try to make our gallery accessible to everyone and
not alienate the community from enjoying our gallery spaces. Whilst serving as a community
gallery in the last year, we have also hosted shows by contemporary artists such as Kiri Abraham
and Hoch and Green, as well emerging award winning artists Gavin Chai and Anna Filimonova.
Renowned New Zealand artist Brent Wong received good publicity and help cement our
reputation amongst a wider audience as an upcoming Auckland fringe gallery. Our intention is to
continue to inspire, impress and surprise our visitors.
Our exhibition openings continue to generate more visitors. Large crowds at the second annual
Steampunk show and our second Kumeu Art Awards Ceremony have made our total numbers
exceed any previous year. The local community have responded in high numbers at the openings
for Brent Wong, the Ceramics exhibition, ‘Art on Record’ and the Pod gallery launch party. Sales
have also been high and we have beaten previous records for sales in both Members’ and Solo
exhibitions.
A big thank you to Creative Communities for granting us funds to assist in covering the ongoing
costs of some of some of our members’ exhibitions during this period.
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Samantha Stokes – A Song of Land and Sea
1st – 21st July 2018

‘A Song of Land and Sea’ was a rich exhibition experience celebrating the wildness and beauty
of our native animals and landscapes created by multifaceted artist and designer Samantha
Stokes. Large digitally manipulated works that explored native animals of New Zealand filled the
gallery. Samantha also shared her creative process in video content accompanying each
artwork, providing a behind the scenes look on her digital painting. Alongside the exhibition
were two-day long youth art workshops on July 13th and July 16th which ran in conjunction with
Creative Matters holiday programme (see User Groups). Samantha received a Creative
Communities Grant to hold this event.
Samantha had 520 visitors through her exhibition.

‘Drawn In’ - Members’ Drawing Exhibition
23rd July - 4th August 2018

Work by KACI members

‘Drawn In’ exhibition was a collection of works in the field of drawing, made by 16 of our
members and 56 children from the Kumeu Children’s Art Club and the Creative Matters school
holiday program. The exhibition was seen by approximately 622 people who left comments in
our visitor’s book such as; ‘fascinating range’, ‘great fun’, ‘great pieces of art!’ and ‘interesting
and intriguing.’ We sold 8 drawings totaling $545. Emma Springford-Gough won the people’s
choice award for her piece ‘Every Day’. Thanks to The Picture Framing Company Ltd Kumeu for
sponsoring the award of a $25 framing voucher.
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Waimauku Primary School Exhibition
7th - 18th August 2018
The Waimauku Primary School exhibition was very popular in our community. We saw a
noticeable increase in visitors to our gallery with the highest recorded for one month in over
two years. Over the two weeks of the show we had a total of 450 visitors.
The school held an opening on Monday the 6th of August which was well attended by
teachers, staff and parents. Comments in the visitor’s book showed a great appreciation for
this wonderful colourful display… “Wow! Gob-Smacked” ... “It’s amazing to see our kid’s
masterpieces in the gallery” ... “I’m so glad me, my friends and my classes artwork is in
here.”

Works by Waimauku Students

Members’ Ceramics with Paintings by Alice Springford-Gough
21st August – 8th September 2018
This year we paired our annual ceramics exhibition with paintings by local artist Alice
Springford-Gough. The two art forms complemented each other very well. The tones and
textures in Alice’s evocative paintings reflected some of the glazes in the clay works.
There was a wonderful range of ideas and techniques from the 7 ceramicists who entered,
highlighting the versatility and experimentation possible in their chosen medium. Our visitors
responded very well to the exhibition. Comments in our visitor’s book read… “Thoughtprovoking and very smart ceramics” … “a lot of talent and beauty” … “wow creative alright!”
and Maria from Germany wrote… “This is one of the most inspiring places I’ve been in my life!”
The opening was well attended by our community who made it a lively fun evening with lots of
smiles and red dots flying around. Romina Marinkovich won the people’s choice for her striking
‘MFL Rocket vessel.’ Sales made throughout the show came to a total of 26 works (including 4
paintings) totaling $3,490. The number of visitors we had through the exhibition was 438.

Works by our members with paintings by Alice Springford-Gough
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‘Land Drawings’ – Kiri Abraham
11th – 22nd September 2018

Drawing ‘Wedged Earth’

Kiri Abraham’s collection of drawings and paintings were part of an ongoing exploration, a
personal relationship between the artist and nature. They investigate connection and
disconnection, form and time. The processes used to create these works became a part of the
subject matter; encouraging a mindfulness of the earth’s complex yet fragile systems within
which life flourishes.
This show received great acclaim, Kiri sold two drawings totaling $1,400 and she had a total of
190 visitors through the show.

Journey of Discovery – Class of Amber Emm 2018
25th September – 6th October 2018

‘The Wave’ by Anne Keane

This is the third consecutive year we have held the ‘Journey of Discovery’ exhibition. It is a show
which highlights the extraordinary results our painting tutor Amber Emm manages to get from
her students. This year there were 22 artworks displayed exemplifying techniques in oil, acrylic
and water colour by participants in Amber’s classes and workshops. Journey of Discovery 2018
had 177 visitors and resulted in $420 worth of sales.
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Connect Group Exhibition – Mental Health Awareness Week
8th – 12th October 2018
This pop up show for Mental Health Awareness week was facilitated by the Connect Recovery
Group who hold regular classes here. Members of their groups displayed their artwork and
created a shared canvas to express feelings around mental health recovery. The exhibition was
opened with a karakia and various activities followed throughout the week such as harakeke
(Flax Weaving) and rock painting (read more about this in the User Groups/Class section).
Visitors were invited to join these workshops for free and dialogue around mental health was
encouraged.
This show coincided with Arts in Action therefore it had 609 visitors in total view the exhibition.

Michelle Durrant
October 15th – 27th 2018
We were privileged to have ‘2017 NZ National Geographic Photographer of the Year finalist’
Michelle Durrant exhibiting at Kumeu Arts Centre.
This was a stunning exhibition by an emerging fine art landscape photographer who brings you
New Zealand Landscape rarely seen before. Durrant says… “I travel our beautiful country
Aotearoa in pursuit of the one image that stands out in the crowd. I describe my style as more
of an artist with technical skills with an eye for a different perspective of our unique landscape."
Michelle sold $950 worth of prints and had a total of 315 visitors. One visitor wrote “Beautiful
landscapes, words fail to do them justice!”

Michelle Durrant – ‘Gannets under milky way’
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The Kumeu Art Awards 2018
13th - 25th November
We received 125 entries from 71 artists for the second Kumeu Art Awards. Our second awards
ceremony on Saturday November the 3rd was attended by well over 100 people including
artists, Local Board members, sponsors and families and friends. Once again it was a great
occasion and a chance to celebrate our creative community. KACI Chair Christine Rose spoke to
a packed out Kumeu Arts Centre. She talked about Kumeu Arts Centre’s journey and our desire
to expand. Prizes were announced and given to the winning artists by our Judge Lynda Tyler as
well as representatives from some of our sponsors.
Local winery the Hunting Lodge and brewers Hallertau provided the drinks which were served
by committee members at our bar (donated for the night by local props company Rollercoaster)
and food was given to our guests.
Judge Linda Tyler awarded prizes as on the night as follows:
1st – Julie Freeman for 'Hidden Depths’
2nd – Craig Humberstone for 'Shifting Worlds’
Highly Commended- Barbara Von Seida for 'Morning Light’
Highly Commended – Gavin Chai for 'A Hammer Game'
Runner up - Valerie Cuthbert for 'Grounded'
Runner up - Di Morritt for ‘Evocation of Spring'
Young Artist - Andrew Marmont for 'The Jetty'
People’s choice - Carly Jade Anderson for 'Whakahi’

Julie Freeman

Craig Humberstone

Gavin Chai

We sold 6 artworks during the Kumeu Art Awards exhibition totalling $3278.00
Encouraging comments on the event and the exhibition as a whole exemplified the effort from
the artists and the Art Centre.
”Without a doubt the most striking thing on entry was the brilliance of the hang!”
”This was a very nice warm and welcoming event, creative and enjoyable”
”Lots of beautiful work, really high standard”
Thank you to all our sponsors of this event; Gordon Harris, The Picture Framers NZ, Art News,
New World, Hallertau, Rollercaoster, Hunting Lodge and Creative Matters, as well as our
funders; The Rodney Local Board, Foundation North, and The Lotteries Grants Board.
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Affordable Art Exhibition 2018
27 of November – 20th of December
th

We had a staggering 94 works entered by 34 artists for our annual Affordable Art show. In total
433 People saw the exhibition and we sold a large number of works totalling $2,165 in sales.
“Looks amazing”
“Great display”
“Really good and effective art”
(Visitor’s comments)

Michele Grace Davies
21st January – 9th February 2019
The first show of 2019 was by an exciting emerging artist Michele Grace Davies. This was the
first-time Michele, whose main occupation is gardening, has displayed her work in a gallery
context. Her paintings of native New Zealand forestry signify the conservation of the Kauri in
Aotearoa. Davies says that… “We have to protect this majestic tree of which many stories and
legends are told, they are part of us, all people!” Michele’s stunning paintings celebrated the
kauri and other native trees in all their magnificent glory, and brought to awareness in a visual
context the current issue of dieback disease in our natural environment.
“Stunning works that really evoke a sense of calm and capture the beauty of the forest”
“Really lovely, very restful”
“Love the contrast and energy, beautiful delicate work”
(visitor’s comments)
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Make Me an Offer – Members’ show
11th – 23rd February
This exhibition ran like a silent auction which made it function differently from any of our
previous members shows. Artists did not price their work and members of the public said what
they would like to pay for each piece. People were able to make bids in the gallery and online
which the artist could either accept or decline. This was a highly successful experiment as it was
the largest selling members’ show ever. We received 39 bids which resulted in 20 sales worth
$3,942.00. The show was a good way to engage our visitors in discussion, and it was interesting
for artists to see how their works were valued. It also encouraged 5 new artists to join our
membership.
“Such a fantastic space, so at ease in here”
(Visitor comment)

Works by our members

‘Between the Cloak and the Land’ - HOCH&GREEN
26th February - 16th March
‘Hoch and Green’ is a creative collaboration between long-time friends Julie Green and Gina
Hochstein. The duo say their intention is to “try and draw the viewer into their carefully crafted
mise en scène, where there is beauty in the everyday, much of which we take for granted.”
For this exhibition we divided the main gallery space with a simple line drawn in red tape and
displayed two series from their collection 'Between the Cloak and Land' + 'Symphony of
Movement'. Large scale prints with statements about the series also engaged our visitors and
created a strong visual element. Hoch and Green did not sell any works but received great
feedback for their striking collection of images and had 308 visitors through their show.
“I feel like I’m lifted from the
deadness of the earth into the
dimension of beauty and of divine
peace”
(Visitor comment)
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Brent Wong – Giclee Prints
19th March – 20th April
“People probably think I’m dead” Brent Wong
Long standing member of Kumeu Arts and a local Muriwai resident Brent Wong came to the
attention of the New Zealand art scene in the late 1960’s with work that is commonly discussed
as ‘surrealistic’. However, the artist describes his paintings as being more symbolic with personal
intention. An almost distant figure to the art world, Wong resurfaced for a show with us of
Giclee prints from his core collection. The exhibition presented an opportunity to own a signed
limited edition print of an iconic seminal painter.
Having an artist of Wong’s reputation gained us attention from the wider arts community and
was widely documented in publications such as Art News. Around 50 people attended Brent’s
opening. The exhibition was also successful in terms of sales, totalling $6,205, making it our
highest selling solo show ever. To coincide with the show we produced a video interview with
Brent which was made available on our youtube channel. https://youtu.be/NbBwF8Hw3uA
Brent’s show had a total of 488 visitors.

Brent Wong at home

‘The Wandering Land’

The Second Annual Kumeu Steampunk Show
23rd April – 25th May
This particular genre has proven to be popular amongst our community and artists, drawing in
many new visitors. We had 627 visitors in total and sales reached $1240.00. To coincide with
the exhibition opening on Saturday the 27th of April we also hosted another Steampunk fashion
show. We put on our googles and hats and came together with the Auckland Air Krakens
inviting their members as well as our own community along in their Steampunk costumes. Local
musician Paul Symons presented the show with a comical air to the proceedings as over 25
participants walked the catwalk.
The manager Jago Neal finished off by thanking all the participants, artists in the show and
committee for their help making it such an enjoyable and entertaining evening.
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Anna Filimonova – Looking In
29th April – 18th May

The first ever exhibition in the new POD gallery was by Ukrainian/Kiwi painter Anna Filimonova.
Anna, who has worked full time as a professional artist since 2016, has won many awards over a
short span of time. She “seeks to communicate her distinct outsider interpretation of the world,
painting visions of the real and unreal for us.” Working primarily with acrylic on canvas, Anna’s
most iconic works are exquisitely painted rooms which provide a framework for external views
and a location for other contextual features. Her work complimented our new, smaller and more
intimate gallery well. Unfortunately, Anna did not sell any works here but attracted many new
followers. She had 339 visitors through her show.

Art on Record – Group show
20th May – 8th June
Our second show in the POD gallery was themed
for NZ Music Month in which twelve artists
recreated their favourite NZ album cover. The
artists were confined to the dimensions of a 12”
LP cover.
‘Art on Record’ celebrated the connection
between art and music through sleeve design. The
twelve artists included staff, new members and
established artists. The opening night tied in with
a lively Pod launch party (Refer to Events). Art on
Record had 364 visitors through with sales totaling
$225.00.
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Kumeu In Focus – The Auckland Festival of Photography - Group show
27th May – 15th June

Kumeu Arts Centre is a creative hub where many photographers both professional and amateur
regularly meet and display their images. ‘Kumeu in Focus’ showcased a range of images from
this talented community. The Kumeu Photography Group, who meet here once a month,
produced a collection based on the theme ‘The Wild West’. While a range of subject matter was
shown in the ‘Open’ category and a wide range of techniques and subject matter was evident
which provided a good variety for public viewing.
The show had 353 visitors, comments included; “A wonderful collection of the wild west coast
and a great range of skills”, “So awesome, I’m wonderstruck!”

Holly Manning – The Big Adventure
10th – 29th June

Holly Manning is a Fine Art Honors graduate who makes illustrative works ranging in media and
discipline. From ink to water colour, gouache and embroidery, her practice is situated around
wanting to have fun and make fun.
Holly had 438 visitors who all expressed how wonderful and fun the show was. Her work was
highly accessible as the subject matter was familiar to the viewers being domestic and local
scenes. She played on themes of ‘quirk’ and ‘fantasy’ yet had a strong painterly approach and
skill in drawing.
The attraction to Holly’s images meant she sold the most individual items we have had so far in
a solo show, amounting to 30 pieces with a total sale of $1215.00.
“Best exhibition ever” (Visitor comment)
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Gavin Chai – Light of Experience
17th June – 6th July

Gavin Chai’s exhibition demonstrated an evolving practice from people to objects. Chai is
known for his figurative paintings ‘Life as a Builder’ in which he has won numerous awards. In
this series there was an emergence of the figure in a new way, paired with still life and interiors
was a development of the artist’s relationship to self and everyday experiences.
Up until the end of June Gavin had 295 visitors view his show giving great feedback. He made
sales of $1810.00
“Lighting of each piece is inspiring” (Visitor comment)

Events
Matariki –
PĪNGAO Weaving Workshop
Sunday 1st of July
We invited the community to celebrate Matariki with
experienced fiber artist and educator Ruth Woodbury.
Ruth shared the traditional story of Pīngao in her
workshop using te reo Maori and English. Students
created weavings with this wonderful natural
resource ‘pingao’ to take home with them. There were
15 participants.
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Give a Kid a Blanket
June-August 2018
Kumeu Arts Centre was proud to support the
brilliant cause ‘Give a Kid a Blanket’ again in 2018
as an official drop-off point. We received a large
number of blankets from our local community that
we were able to pass on to be distributed to those
in need.

National Poetry Day 2018
25th of August
To celebrate National Poetry Day this year we held an open mic poetry reading in conjunction
with a Kumeu Live concert. A.J Bell played to a full audience and poets Gillian Roach and Arthur
Amon also performed and read their work. 10 people registered to read and around 65
attended the event.

Thank you to Phantom Billstickers for helping to fund this event.
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Arts in Action
Saturday 13th of October 2018

We at Kumeu Arts Centre relish the opportunity to offer this free family event. It has become the
highlight in our annual calendar, affirming to our community our core values and operations. We
could not have done this without invaluable support over many years from Pub Charity who once
again funded the event. This year around 450 people came along and tried their hands at the
various activities.
We included junk assemblage and recycled bottle flowers, as well as creating a waste sculpture
wall (seen above before and after) to raise awareness about environmental issues. We also had a
new area allocated upstairs for 2-5yr olds called ‘The Art Garden.’ During the event we also helped
to promote the Huapai Hub development with information being given out and community
members on hand to discuss the project. With all this as well as the usual range of art based
activities for people to try their hand at it was a thoroughly enjoyable experience for everyone
who came.
Arts in Action continues to go from strength to strength bringing our community together in joy
and creativity.

Two young participants enjoy the communal drawing wall
Thank you to Pub Charity for funding totaling $7000 for this event.
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The POD Launch Party & Art on Record Opening
24th of May 2019
We had a fantastic turnout for the launch of our new POD gallery and extension which we also
tied in with the opening for our ‘Art on Record’ exhibition. Around 100 people came along to
discover what a functional space it is for such events, including; artists, tutors, our committee,
members, friends and supporters. Jonathan Acorn (puppeteer) performed on the new deck
while pizza and drink was handed out. Later, we played old records to celebrate music month. It
was a joyful way to mark this big moment in our history.

Prior to this on April 30th a dawn blessing for the extension was organised by the Rodney Local
Board to serve as an official opening event. Our committee were joined by Board members for
a Kaumatua, and our Chair Christine Rose spoke on behalf of KACI. We are grateful to the
Rodney Local Board for seeing this project through to completion and the look forward to
utilizing the space and the opportunities it allows us.

Kumeu Live

KACI Committee member Guy Wishart has continued to run the not-for-profit music night Kumeu
Live, which has consistently brought high quality local and international acts to Kumeu Arts Centre
for over three years. Guy and his wife Michelle have organized these events sometimes on a
weekly basis, because of their love for music and belief in the importance of promoting and
encouraging quality songwriters. It has helped to build our profile with a wider audience and
some concerts such as Lydia Cole have sold out. However, on average attendances have not been
as high in the last year despite the strong lineup and we are currently along with Guy Wishart
reviewing how to ensure Kumeu Live can be sustainable long into the future.
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About
Progress
We can measure our progress against the four main objections outlined in our strategic plan as
follows:
1. PEOPLE- Increase participation and diversify audience

Data suggests (see synopsis) that we have done well to increase participation this year with
12854 people through our doors, over two thousand more than in the previous year. Venue hire
has also notably increased which can be seen as an indicator to usage. We can attribute this to
the fact that many new classes have started up at the Centre over the last year particularly in the
second term of 2019. With regular classes in Sewing, Flax Weaving, Creative Writing, as well as
languages, Clay and Life Coaching. Because we offer a range of classes (not all art based) we
further diversify our audience. Raranga Flax Weaving immediately proved so popular the tutor
offered additional classes as well as classes for children in her first term after returning to teach
here.
We are also pleased that over the last year our facility is being used by some important
community health and well-being services such as; ‘Hearts and Minds’ who have run art therapy
evening classes for the last term, and the Kia Tīmata Anō Trust who have run support groups
since February 2019 for both men and women affected by domestic violence. In a letter of
support of us Ana Christmas wrote “we have found the team warm, helpful and well skilled at
supporting our community to offer strength and growth as well as offering a space at Kumeu
Arts Centre that enables many people to start a new life without violence.”
These user groups reiterate the Centre’s value to supporting a healthy local community and we
are proud that we are accessible to all people and particularly those in need. We have also had
much more involvement from young people in members shows this year which is pleasing.
This year we have strengthened relationships with some of the community groups and tutors we
worked alongside last year, as well as building some positive new ones. Our relationship with
Creative Matters continues to be helpful building our audience and profile for children’s art
education. Mandy Jackich and her team consistently ran successful school holiday programmes
throughout last year with a high standard of teaching and learning. This brings many parents
and children through the centre during these periods. Because Creative Matters have a good
reputation in the community, and strong brand identity, we benefit from holding their
workshops here and numbers are much higher than previously for the holiday periods.
Meanwhile our own weekly Kumeu Children’s Art Club continues to flourish.
Attempting to analyze and reflect on diversity and people of race still proves difficult as we do
not generate much data on the nationality of our participants or members. However, it is fairly
obvious that our users are predominantly Pakeha and NZ European, we want to encourage
more ethnic groups in particular Maori, Pacifika and Asian people to participate here. This is an
area for improvement and more strategic planning is needed to attract a wider demographic.
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2. PLACE- Improve and expand on building and facilities

A long-awaited moment came this year when two ‘Pods’ were delivered here and placed behind
the existing Arts Centre. The Pods were then adjoined and our new extension officially opened
to the public on April 30th. Afterwards we received our CPU (certificate for public use) and a
dawn blessing was held.
Our committee has strived to attain additional space to operate in for many years and much
consultation, planning and effort has gone in to realizing this outcome. We are thankful to the
Rodney Local Board for funding this project and recognizing it as a worthwhile investment for
the future of the Arts Centre and our community. We are also thankful to Eco Pods for making
the relocatable buildings within a tight timeframe and to Chester consultants, Rec Services and
everyone who helped see this project through to completion. It is certainly a significant
improvement to our facility and an important part of our historical journey.

The second ‘Pod’ is brought onto site
It is wonderful to have a new gallery to offer the community and we are loving the options it
allows us in terms of shows. The ‘Pod’ Gallery is an intimate space ideal for a solo show or
instillation and as covered, we’ve already had some wonderful exhibitions in it. The adjoining
kitchenette works very well for opening nights and the exterior covered deck allows us much
freedom. The carpark is a good addition but in future we would like to see it sealed. We are also
enjoying the functionality of a modern, warm building which is fit for purpose. The new
workroom (already in use by tutors) is ideal for small classes of around 8 people however it is
clear that it has increased our work load and our expenditure.
The transition from operating one building to operating two has provided possibilities,
opportunities yet has also come with limitations. Within our limited operating budget, it is
already evident that our allocations for staffing (2 people) are not sustainable now that we have
two unconnected buildings to manage. Along with additional space comes additional costs and
although it is too early to fully comprehend the impact on our Profit & Loss accounts it seems
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that we will need to generate more money through grants to maintain both buildings. In reality
because both the gallery and the workroom are small we can only generate a small revenue
from each. In summary at this stage, as much as we are thrilled to have more space to offer the
community along with our enthusiasm, we are also apprehensive.
Meanwhile progress on the Huapai Hub development behind the Centre is frustratingly slow.
The public consultation process that we are involved in seems to have ceased and the promised
outcomes offered by the design team and Auckland Council seem far from completion.
Last year our annual report read that … ‘The area behind our building is being developed into a
community recreational space. Fruit trees, landscaped gardens, seating and other features will
eventually replace the gravel carpark.’ So far we cannot see much evidence of that and the
space is still left unused by the community.
In the last year with help from Lotteries grants we have made improvements to our main
building. In the downstairs workroom we have separated the clean-up area from the tea and
coffee making facilities by adding a kitchenette. The kitchenette was fitted by KVN builders who
also added a curtain rail which allows us to screen off the space during events. This greatly
improves the functionality and health and safety for our users. Artist Sally Cole has made mosaic
splash-backs in the new kitchenette and behind the upstairs kitchen sink. We also improved the
look of upstairs and the main workroom by painting, decorating and installing more artwork.

Sally Cole at work on her mosaic feature

3. PERCEPTION- Improve our image brand.

Over the last year we have continued to improve the public perception of Kumeu Arts Centre by
marketing ourselves more often and keeping our publicity more consistent. Our new building
has also been featured in articles in Business North and the Kumeu Courier. We have managed
to maintain a good online presence and we are using social media more effectively and
‘posting’ more often. We’ve gradually moved away from print and use online marketing for its
effectiveness and ecological benefits. The tone of our social media posts is often personable as
we try to present ourselves in a fun but professional manner. We reached over 1000 page likes
this year on Facebook and our Instagram following gives us great exposure. Pleasingly we have
been selected as a finalist in The NorthWest Business awards in the Not for Profit category. We
are hopeful this will also give us some good exposure and connect us more to local businesses.
To help with our submission for the NothWest business awards our committee came and asked
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some of our customers attending classes and groups, visiting the gallery and the Children’s Art
Club ‘What makes us great?’. They drew their answers up (seen below) to demonstrate that
people come here because we are ‘Accessible’ and offer ‘Creativity’, ‘Community’, and
‘Wellbeing’.
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In last year’s Annual Report we suggested that a new brand might be launched at the time of
the new building opening. We have not met that target but we are close. Our committee has
engaged in numerous branding workshops led by committee member Rodney Upchurch who
also runs branding consultants ‘Brando’. The workshops aimed at redeveloping our brand
identity and have helped us to clarify many areas of our organization.
Outcomes of the comprehensive branding development Workshops identified:
•

What we do and who we do it for

•

Our competitive neighbours

•

Our typical customer and what their interests are in our centre

•

Our brand character

•

The rational and emotional benefits we deliver

•

Our brand essence and values

•

Our point of difference

•

Our future vision, positioning, personality and tone of voice.

4. PROFIT- Generate a larger profit.
Data suggests that we have done very well in all of our three main areas of revenue. Exhibition
sales have seen a 41% increase from 2016, each year having an average 16% increase. Retail
sales are also following the same trend.

Exhibition Sales over 4 years
26,385.00
23,632
19,569
16,587.25

July 2015 - June 2016

July 2016 - June 2017

July 2017 - June 2018
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July 2018 - June 2019

Retail sales over 4 years
14,412

10,230

6,997
4,681.00

July 2015 - June 2016

July 2016 - June 2017

July 2017 - June 2018

July 2018 - June 2019

# Note both graphs above show the full income from sales. KACI received 30% of these totals.

Below we see how our venue hire has remained fairly static for two years. However, over the last
12 months we have seen a significant increase in revenue (over $5K). We can attribute this to an
increase in programmes and new regular classes with consistent use from Creative Matters, ABC
language school and some health organizations.

Venue Hire
22,569.00

17,306

17,212

July 2016 - June 2017

July 2017 - June 2018

9,350.00

July 2015 - June 2016
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July 2018 - June 2019

User Groups/Classes at Kumeu Arts Centre
Kumeu Arts Centre is the home for many artistic and community groups. These include both
unstructured groups and tutored classes. We are very proud of the range of classes and
workshops we offer. From August 2018 to July 2019 these groups included:
Ongoing Classes:

Adult’s Clay:

Weekly Classes

Kumeu Children’s Art Club:

Weekly Classes (two sessions per week)

Amber Emm Painting:

Weekly Classes (five sessions per week)

Access to Art:

Weekly Classes

Botanical Art:

Weekly Classes

Meditation Evenings:

Weekly Classes

Connect Recovery:

Weekly Classes

Spanish Classes:

Weekly Classes (two sessions per week)

French Classes:

Weekly Classes (two sessions per week)

Singing Classes:

Fortnightly Classes

Sewing Classes:

Weekly Classes

Weaving Classes:

Weekly Classes (Three sessions per week)

Weaving for Children:

Weekly Classes

Hearts and Minds Art Therapy:

Weekly Classes

Kia Tīmata Anō Trust:

Weekly Sessions (two sessions per week)

Clay Co-Operative

Weekly sessions

Yoga for Over 50’s

Weekly sessions

School Holiday Classes:

Creative Matters: 8-10 new workshops for each school holiday period. Including activities such
as: Painted and Printed Paper Animals, Scratch and Paint Silhouettes, Funky Foto Frames,
Abstract Landscapes, Birds of Paper, Recycled Bottle Christmas Wreath, Bust out those City
Shapes.
Ongoing User Groups:

Kumeu Photography Group:

Monthly sessions

KumeuKnitty:

Weekly sessions

Life Drawing Group:

Monthly Sessions

Creative Writing:

Monthly Sessions

Periodic and one off classes/workshops/User Groups:

Amber Emm Painting Workshops

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Amber Emm Pastel Workshop

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Julie Freeman Pastel Workshop

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Lesley Alexander Botanical Art Workshops

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Auckland Council Events:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Print Workshops:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019
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Volunteer Events:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Craft Workshops:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Creative Matters Tutors workshops:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

ABC Language School Tutors workshops:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Lynn Walters Ukelele Workshops:

Periodically through 2018

Acting Workshops with Edward Newborn:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Pingao Weaving Workshop:

July 2018

Restorative justice:

July 2018

Robot making workshops:

Aug – Sep 2018

Art Garden: Pre-schoolers Art:

Sep –Oct 2018

Cast Glass Workshop:

Nov 2018

Creative Matters Xmas Present Making Workshops

Dec 2018

Creative Matters Advent Calendar Making

Dec 2018

Abstract Painting workshops:

Periodically through 2018 – 2019

Guitar workshop with Richard Geilewitz (seen Below):

May 2019

Synopsis
Between July 2018 and June 2019 Kumeu Arts Centre had:
● 768 Programmes on Offer
● 7094 Participants in Programmes
● 12854 Visitors to our Centre

Compared with July 2017 and June 2018 Kumeu Arts Centre had:
● 592 Programmes on offer
● 5097 Participants in programmes
● 10558 Visitors to our Centre
Compared with July 2016 and June 2017:
● 283 Programmes on offer
●

6525 Participants in programmes

● 10171 Visitors to our Arts Centre
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Total Visitors

Programmes on Offer

Participants in Programmes
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As of June 30th 2019 KACI have:

•

120 paid (active) members

•

348 (non-active) members

•

870 people in our database receiving direct information from us regarding our events and
activities via email (up from 640 last year)

•

1130 page followers on Facebook

•

534 Instagram followers

A year in review
Whilst running events and exhibitions this year we’ve cemented some positive on-going
relationships within our own community and further afield. Another highlight this year has been
the addition of lots of new classes and tutors joining us, particularly in the last half of the year. It’s
wonderful to see the Centre so active. In the last term, we have seen a huge increase in
programmes offered. One Saturday gallery minder wrote that …. “There was a real buzz at the
arts centre on Saturday. The most visitors in all the years I've been minding Saturdays and good
sales too! Quite a few people new to the area visiting the Pod etc, and having the classes running
was great.” The return of regular Rarangi Flax Weaving, Life Drawing and Adult Clay classes are
all activities that add great value which had previously dropped off our schedule.
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We are happy to have the involvement of so many new tutors, however this year we lost one of
our long-standing teachers, we were sad to see Julie Moselen leave Art Club as head teacher for
eight years and end her regular Thursday morning classes ‘Access to Art’.
Julie has played a huge role here for a long time in many capacities. However, we fully support
her decision to leave in order to focus on her own art practice and commissions for sculpture.
Julie also continues to offer one off Access to Art workshops which means we still get to see her.
We are also pleased that Ashlee Tawhiti, an experienced tutor, has taken the reigns of the Kumeu
Children’s Art Club. Ashlee is already proving a hit with her students and we look forward to her
becoming even more involved here in the future.
Another significant change was increased funding from Lotteries which has helped us hugely by
allowing us to allocate more funds to both Opex and Capex. Because of this we were able to
increase our part time administrator hours from 3 a day to 6 a day at a critical point in the year.
This small team of two is working effectively however it seems inevitable with our growth (and an
additional building to manage) that we will soon need more staff. The Lotteries grant was also
allocated to some capital projects and we are extremely grateful for this.
In summary, it has felt like a year of good progress with the new addition of the Pods and deeper
foundations being laid. Kumeu Arts is thriving and positive about the direction we are headed.
We believe that there is always more in the way of improvements and we will continue to strive
to build on our foundations and grow. There is an optimism within the committee about our
future- with imminent improvements to our brand on the horizon as well as our environment and
plans for new signage, gardens and developments to the shop and website all seen as steps
towards further our vision - outlined here in outcomes from a branding workshop:
o To be sustainable as a Centre & financially secure
o To have a suitable space to operate
o To serve the community & improve quality of life
o To be noticed
o Stay relevant to the local community
o Expand our audience
o To be a vibrant arts Centre
o Be on the radar of the national creative community

Thanks to….
Kumeu Arts is also hugely grateful to our dedicated volunteer base who have support the Centre
in many ways. This includes regular gallery minders as well as more permanent volunteers such as
Elaine Metcalf who was with us for around three months while she visited NZ. Throughout the
year we’ve been supported as always by our committee. This year the committee was instrumental
in helpful in clarifying our objectives as we work towards targets outlined in our strategic plan.
Heartfelt thanks to the KACI committee and members, who volunteer their time, energy and skills.
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The first committee meeting in our new POD workroom.

Our thanks also to the following funders and their financial support of our organisation:
Jul 2018

NZ Book Awards

$200.00

National Poetry Day 2018

August 2018

Rodney Local Board

$40,000.00

Operational Costs

Oct 2018

NZ Lotteries Board

$60,000.00

Operational Costs: Multi Year (year 3 of 3)

These funds are gratefully received. They are a continual support and recognition of our services
to the community and are much appreciated. Without this funding we would no longer manage
to sustain our services and continue them in the future. We rely on these grants to provide our
services and to cover the significant ongoing costs of administration, maintenance and
coordination.
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